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Abstract
Turnip crinkle virus (TCV) is a single-stranded positive-sense RNA virus of the Carmovirus genus. Two of its five open reading
frames (ORFs), encoding proteins of 8 and 9 kDa, are required for cell-to-cell movement of the virus. These movement proteins
(MPs) were fused to green fluorescent protein (GFP) to determine their cellular localization. In protoplasts, p9-GFP, like GFP itself, is found throughout the cytoplasm, as well as in cell nuclei. In contrast, p8-GFP was confined to the cell nucleus. Similar localization patterns were observed when specific small peptide epitopes were fused to p8 and p9 proteins instead of GFP. The
cytoplasmic localization of p9-GFP and nuclear localization of p8-GFP were also detected in leaves after particle bombardment
of DNA encoding these fusion proteins or after overexpression of p8-GFP in transgenic Arabidopsis seedlings. The expression of
the GFP fusion proteins by recombinant TCV viruses in infected protoplasts or on inoculated Arabidopsis leaves produced similar patterns. Unlike TMV-MP and other MPs studied to date, no obvious punctuate expression in the cell wall or association with
the cytoskeleton was detected. The sequence analysis of p8 revealed two unique nuclear localization signals (NLSs), which
were not conserved within p8 homologues of other viruses in the genus Carmovirus. Mutation in either of these NLSs did not
disrupt the nuclear localization of p8-GFP. However, when both NLSs were mutated, p8-GFP expression was no longer restricted
to cell nuclei. The NLSs are not required for cell-to-cell movement; TCV recombinant viruses mutated in one or both NLSs could
still facilitate cell-to-cell movement of the virus. The nuclear localization of p8 suggests a novel function for this protein in the
cell nucleus.

viral spread and the accumulation of viral RNA in inoculated leaves. Overexpression of each wild-type MP in Arabidopsis seedlings complemented the respective mutated
viral genes in trans (Li et al., 1998). However, the mechanism of function of TCV MPs is currently unknown.
Green fluorescent protein (GFP) is a highly useful marker
for cellular localization and intercellular and intracellular
trafficking of proteins in prokaryotes as well as eukaryotes
(Chalfie et al., 1994; Haseloff and Amos, 1995; Sheen et
al., 1995; Sullivan and Kay, 1999). For example, GFP fusion
to tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) MP confirmed its localization
to plant plasmodesmata (Heinlein et al., 1998; Kahn et al.,
1998) and unveiled an interaction with the cytoskeleton
and the formation of globular bodies (Heinlein et al., 1995,
1998; Kahn et al., 1998; McLean et al., 1995). In some
studies, the fused MP-GFP was active in movement, allowing visualization of cell-to-cell spread of the virus (Heinlein
et al., 1995, 1998; Itaya et al., 1997).
In this study, the MPs of TCV were fused to GFP, and
their cellular localization revealed cytoplasmic localization
of p9 and nuclear localization of p8. p8 carries two functional nuclear localization signals (NLSs), and their deletion
eliminates the nuclear uptake of p8. The role of p8 NLSs is
unknown, however, in that disruption of these NLSs does
not affect viral spread.

Introduction
Plant viruses have evolved specific movement proteins
(MPs), which facilitate cell-to-cell movement of the virus.
Many MPs bind to viral nucleic acids and target plasmodesmata. MPs are suggested to modify plasmodesmata and
change plasmodesmal size exclusion limits to allow the
movement of viral protein–nucleic acid complexes to adjacent cells (Ghoshroy et al., 1997; Lazarowitz and Beachy,
1999; McLean et al., 1997). The interaction of MPs with
the cytoskeleton may provide a tracking for plasmodesmal
targeting (Heinlein et al., 1995, 1998; Kahn et al., 1998;
McLean et al., 1995). Specific interactions and cellular localization of MPs with plasmodesmata (Atkins et al., 1991;
Ding et al., 1992; Heinlein et al., 1998; Kahn et al., 1998)
and the plant cytoskeleton (Heinlein et al., 1995, 1998;
Kahn et al., 1998; McLean et al., 1995) have been observed for many plant viruses.
Turnip crinkle virus (TCV) is a positive-sense singlestranded RNA virus of the Carmovirus genus. The viral RNA
is 4 kb (Carrington et al., 1989) and encodes five open
reading frames (ORFs) (Carrington et al., 1989; Hacker et
al., 1992). Two small ORFs, encoding proteins of 8 and 9
kDa, are responsible for viral cell-to-cell movement (Hacker
et al., 1992). Mutations in each of these proteins prevented
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the nucleus (Figures 2A and 2B). In contrast, fluorescence
of p8-GFP was restricted to the cell nucleus (Figure 2C). The
same localization occurred when GFP was fused to the N-terminus of p8 (Figure 2E).

Figure 1. TCV genetic map and schematic representation of TCV
viral clones constructed and used in this study. (A) TCV genetic
map. (B) Viral constructs where GFP is fused to one of the TCV
movement proteins, p8 or p9. (C) Viral constructs where GFP expression is inframe to the N-terminus of CP (see Cohen et al.,
2000, for details). GFP is shown as a shaded box. Wild-type regions are shown as open boxes. Hatched regions are disrupted
TCV genes. Black lines indicate wildtype untranslated regions. A
filled bar indicates origin of assembly (OAS) within the CP gene
(Hacker et al., 1992; Qu and Morris, 1997) The viruses mutated in
p8 NLSs look similar to TCV GFP ΔCP, except for the site-directed
changes in p8. See Material and Methods for the constructions of
these viruses.

Results
Localization of the p8/p9 fusion proteins in tobacco
protoplasts
Figure 1A diagrams the genetic organization of TCV, and Figures 1B and 1C diagram the location of GFP in recombinant
viral constructs used in this study (see sections below). Our
first aim was to assess the subcellular localization of the TCV
MPs p8 and p9. Because p8 and p9 coding sequences overlap in the viral genome, we first made constructs to express
either p8 or p9 individually under the control of the CaMV 35S
promoter. To allow detection, the coding sequences of each
protein were fused to the N-terminus of GFP. The cellular localizations of the fused proteins in tobacco protoplasts were
analyzed by fluorescence microscopy. Expression of p9-GFP,
like GFP itself, was detected throughout the cytoplasm and

Figure 2. Cellular localization of p8 and p9 fusion proteins transiently expressed in tobacco protoplasts. Tobacco XD protoplasts
were electroporated with DNA constructs encoding the designated protein under control of the 35S promoter. At 15–24 h after
transformation, immunolocalization of the FLAG epitope was performed with anti-FLAG antibodies and fluorescein isothiocyanateconjugated goat anti-mouse IgG (G–J). Cells were resuspended
with PBS–glycerol mix and then visualized with a fluorescence microscope. Scale as in Figure 5. (A) Expression of GFP. (B) Expression of p9-GFP. (C) Expression of p8-GFP. (D) Bright field of the cell
in C. (E) Expression of GFP-p8. (F) Bright field of the cell in E. (G)
Expression of p9-FLAG. (H) Bight field of the cell in G. (I) Expression of p8-FLAG. (J) Bright field of the cell in I.
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GFP is a 24-kDa protein, and its fusion to the much
smaller p8 could change the characteristics of the MP, altering its function and cellular localization. Therefore, a
small eight-amino-acid peptide tag, FLAG (Chiang and Roeder, 1993), was fused to the C-termini of p8 and p9 ORFs.
Immunolocalization of monoclonal anti-FLAG antibody to
nuclei confirmed the studies for p8 GFP fusions; p8-FLAG
was restricted to cell nuclei (Figure 2I). p9-FLAG was localized to the cytoplasm, although it partially associated with
membranes and to a minor extent localized within nuclei of
protoplasts (Figure 2G).
Expression of p8/p9–GFP fusion in plant leaves
Viral MPs need to interact with plasmodesmata to facilitate
viral spread. During the preparation of protoplasts, the cell
walls are degraded, and intercellular connections between
adjacent cells are removed. Therefore, the cellular localization of the p8 and p9 GFP fusion proteins in intact plant
leaves was reexamined. Gold or tungsten particles, coated
with plasmids containing the MP–GFP fusions, were bombarded into Nicotiana benthamiana or Arabidopsis thaliana Wassilewskija (WsO) leaves. By 15–48 h postbombardment, single cells expressing the GFP fusion proteins were
detected. In both N. benthamiana and A. thaliana, GFP or
p9-GFP fluorescence was localized uniformly throughout
the cytoplasm and nucleus (Figures 3A–3C). In contrast,
p8-GFP localization in bombarded leaves was restricted to
cell nuclei (Figure 3D and 3E).
Interactions between the two MPs could change their
cellular localization; p9 could be transferred to the cell nucleus by the p8 protein, or p8 could be sequestered to the
cytoplasm, after interaction with p9. To test these possibilities Arabidopsis lines, overexpressing either p8 or p9 proteins (Li et al., 1998), were bombarded with p9–GFP or
p8–GFP fusions, respectively. Cellular expression patterns
of the GFP-fused proteins were identical to their expression
patterns in bombarded wild-type leaves (data not shown).
The nuclear localization of p8-GFP also was analyzed
in transgenic Arabidopsis seedlings overexpressing the
p8–GFP fusion protein under the control of the CaMV 35Spromoter. Constitutive fluorescent nuclei were observed
throughout the plant (Figures 3F & 3G). No fluorescence
could be detected in other compartments of the cells.
TCV viral clones expressing p8-GFP or p9-GFP
The experiments described earlier were performed by expression of MP–GFP fusions in plant cells in the absence
of viral infection. Because interactions of MPs with each
other and with additional viral components might alter
their localization, we analyzed the cellular localization of
the MP–GFP fusion proteins in virus-infected protoplasts
and leaves. A set of recombinant TCV viral clones, expressing MPs fused to GFP, was constructed (see Materials and Methods). Several restrictions were taken into account. TCV MP genes overlap, and p9 also overlaps with
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the coat protein (CP) gene, so GFP fusion to one gene will
disrupt another. Furthermore, packaging and assembly of
TCV into virions have precise size limits, and larger RNA
constructs cannot be packaged (Qu and Morris, 1997).
Therefore, p8 was deleted in viral clones carrying p9-GFP,
and viral clones carrying p8-GFP were disrupted in the p9
ORF. Two sets of viral clones were made with GFP fused to
either p8 or p9: smaller clones in which the CP region was
largely deleted and larger clones that contained the full
CP ORF (Figure 1B).
All four clones replicated in tobacco protoplasts; for
those clones carrying CP, their genomic RNAs were assembled, albeit inefficiently, into intact virions (data not shown).
Viral transcripts were electroporated into BY2 tobacco protoplasts, and the fluorescence pattern of the fusion proteins was examined. TCV p9–GFP Δp8 revealed GFP fluorescence in the cytoplasm and nuclei (Figure 4A). Up to 3
days postelectroporation, the fluorescence of cells infected
with viral transcripts from TCV p8–GFP Δp9 was confined
to nuclei (Figure 4C). However, after 3–5 days, increasing
amounts of p8-GFP fluorescence were detected in the cytoplasm (Figure 4E). The absence of CP, TCV p9–GFP Δp8
ΔCP, and TCV p8–GFP Δp9 ΔCP did not affect the cellular
localization of the MP-GFP (not shown). Fluorescence of
cells infected with the CP1 clones was usually not detected
until 24 h after infection but lasted for more than 5 days
postinfection (d.p.i.). In contrast, fluorescence of cells infected with CP2 clones was detected as early as 15 h after
electroporation of viral RNA but decayed more rapidly.
Infection of Arabidopsis or N. benthamiana seedlings
with p9–GFP Δp8 or p9–GFP Δp8 ΔCP revealed fluorescence throughout the cytoplasm and nuclei of single cells,
resulting in images identical to those (see Figures 3B and
3C) seen for infection with the single gene construct p9GFP (data not shown). Because these viral constructs do
not contain functional p8, it is not unexpected that cell-tocell movement was not detected. However, we were unable
to complement these viruses for p8, either after inoculation of transgenic plant lines expressing p8 or by coinoculation with nontagged TCV mutated in p9. Although p9-GFP
was detectable in single cells with these p9 constructs, we
were consistently unable to detect GFP fluorescence even
in single cells in leaves inoculated with TCV p8–GFP Δp9 or
with TCV p8–GFP Δp9 Δ. Because p8-GFP is detectable in
protoplasts, these latter data suggest either p8–GFP is unstable after infection with this construct or p8-GFP moves
rapidly, leading to dilution of the GFP signal. In Cohen et al.
(2000), we show that both wild-type p8 and p9 expressions
are necessary for complementation strategies to monitor
p9-GFP-tagged viral movement.
Analysis of nuclear localization signals in p8
Sequence analysis of p8 revealed two unique nuclear localization signals (NLSs) (Figure 5A): an SV-40 type signal
(four basic amino acids: KRKK at amino acids 19–22 of
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Figure 3. Cellular localization of p8 and p9 fusion proteins expressed in Arabidopsis and N. benthamiana leaves. (A–E) Arabidopsis or tobacco leaves bombarded with DNA constructs encoding the designated protein under the 35S promoter. At 15–24 h after bombardment,
the leaves were directly assayed for GFP fluorescence. (A) Expression of GFP after particle bombardment in N. benthamiana leaf. (B) Expression of p9-GFP after particle bombardment in Arabidopsis. (C) Expression of p9-GFP after particle bombardment in N. benthamiana.
(D) Expression of p8-GFP after particle bombardment in Arabidopsis. (E) Expression of p8-GFP after particle bombardment in N. benthamiana. Panels A–E reveal GFP localization in single leaf cells. (F) Transgenic Arabidopsis seedling overexpressing p8-GFP under the
control of 35S promoter. (G) Higher magnification of a hypocotyl of a similar p8-GFP-overexpressing seedling.
Figure 6. p8 NLSs mutants still function in cell-to-cell movement of the virus. Inoculation of TCV GFP ΔCP mutated in p8 on Arabidopsis
seedlings was performed as in Figure 4. Images A and D–F were photographed 3 d.p.i. Images B and C were taken 4 d.p.i. Scale bar represents 200 mm for panels A and C–F and 25 mm for panel B. (A) Inoculation of TCV GFP ΔCP on an Arabidopsis seedling. (B) Inoculation of TCV GFP Δp8 ΔCP on an Arabidopsis seedling. (C) Inoculation of TCV GFP Δp8 ΔCP on an Arabidopsis seedling overexpressing p8.
(D) Inoculation of TCV GFP ΔCP-NLS1 on an Arabidopsis seedling. (E) Inoculation of TCV GFP ΔCP-NLS2 on an Arabidopsis seedling. (F)
Inoculation of TCV GFP ΔCP-NLS1 & 2 on an Arabidopsis seedling.

TCV p8) and a bipartite NLS (KKR at amino acids 29–31
plus KKR at amino acids 44–46 of TCV p8 (Nigg, 1997)).
Sequence alignment suggests high homology between p8
homologues in other carmoviruses. However, none of the

other p8 homologues contained either NLS (Figure 5A). To
confirm the activity of the NLSs in p8, we compared localization patterns of p8 deleted for its NLSs and a p8 homolog naturally lacking these sequences.
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ment of this recombinant virus and confirm that p8 and p9
can function in trans (Li et al., 1998).
To assess the function of p8 NLSs for cell-to-cell movement, the same site specific mutations inserted into p8GFP (Figure 5) were introduced into p8 ORF of TCV GFP
ΔCP. Mutations in each p8 NLS (Figures 6D and 6E) or in
both (Figure 6F) did not affect cell-to-cell movement. Foci
of comparable sizes were detected after infections of TCV
GFP ΔCP and the NLSs mutated viruses.
Figure 4. Infection of tobacco BY2 protoplasts with TCV recombinant viruses expressing MP–GFP fusions: Viral transcripts were
electroporated into BY2 protoplasts. Protoplasts were visualized
for GFP fluorescence 1–5 days postinfection (A, C, and E). Images
B, D, and F are DIC illuminations of the cells. Scale as in Figure 5.
(A and B) Protoplast infected with TCV p9–GFP Δp8 at 3 d.p.i. (C
and D) Protoplast infected with TCV p8–GFP Δp9 at 3 d.p.i. (E and
F) Protoplast infected with TCV p8–GFP Δp9 at 5 d.p.i.

p7 of carnation mottle virus (CarMV), one of the closest TCV-related viruses, was cloned as a GFP fusion, and
the expression of the fusion protein was analyzed in protoplasts (Figures 5B and 5C). Several patterns of fluorescence, including punctuate expression and cytoplasmic localization, were detected. However, the CarMV protein was
not confined to the cell nucleus.
The two NLSs in TCV p8 were mutated in p8-GFP, and
the protein expression patterns in protoplasts was examined. Mutating the first SV-40 type NLS (KRKK changed to
KRQK) did not alter nuclear localization (Figure 5F). However, a mutation in the bipartite NLS (deletion of a single
basic lysine residue at position 44 of p8) resulted in some
cytoplasmic fluorescence, although the majority of the fluorescent signal was still confined to cell nuclei (Figure 5H).
Cells expressing p8-GFP mutated in both NLSs exhibited
fluorescence in both the nucleus and the cytoplasm (Figure
5J), in a pattern similar to GFP fluorescence (Figure 2A).
These results confirm that the NLSs in the TCV p8–GFP fusion protein function in nuclear localization.
A sensitive system to detect cell-to-cell movement of TCV
by GFP fluorescence (see Cohen et al., 2000) uses TCV GFP
ΔCP, a recombinant virus in which the GFP ORF replaces
the 5′ region of TCV CP (Figure 1C). Other TCV ORFs, subgenomic (sg)RNA promoters, or sequences important for viral
assembly are intact (Figure 1A). TCV GFP ΔCP showed high
GFP fluorescence in infected protoplasts and Arabidopsis
leaves (see Cohen et al., 2000). When inoculated on Arabidopsis leaves, the GFP tagged virus moved from cell-to-cell
and formed large fluorescent foci (Figure 6A). A similar virus, TCV GFP Δp8 ΔCP, with a 37-bp deletion in the p8 ORF,
failed to move cell-to-cell and was detected only in single
cells (Figure 6B). Cell-to-cell movement of this latter virus
could be complemented by inoculation on p8 transgenic
line of Arabidopsis (Li et al., 1998) (Figure 6C). These results establish the requirement of active p8 for the move-

Discussion
Many studies have been directed at the function of plant
viral movement proteins. Immunological assays localize
some of these proteins in infected cells (Atkins et al., 1991;
Ding et al., 1992; Sanderfoot et al., 1996; Sanderfoot and
Lazarowitz, 1995). In other studies, the use of GFP fusion
proteins reveals dynamic changes in MP localization within
the cell. At different stages of infection, TMV MP interacts
with several cellular components, including the cytoskeleton (both microtubules and actin filaments), endoplasmic reticulum, and plasmodesmata (Heinlein et al., 1995,
1998; Kahn et al., 1998; McLean et al., 1995). Because
TCV has two MPs, each might have a specific and different
function in different stages of the movement process. TCV
MPs complement each other in trans to mediate viral cellto-cell movement (Li et al., 1998), so different localization
patterns at specific stages of infection might be expected.
For example, in geminiviruses, one protein serves as a nuclear shuttle protein and the other targets to the cell periphery and to adjacent cells (Sanderfoot et al., 1996; Sanderfoot and Lazarowitz, 1995).
The cellular localizations of GFP-tagged TCV MPs suggest
p9 is distributed evenly throughout the cytoplasm and nucleus, whereas p8 is confined to nuclei. Surprisingly, we did
not detect other subcellular localization patterns for these
proteins (as occurs, for example, for TMV, mentioned earlier).
TCV MPs are very small proteins. The addition of large fusions may disrupt their conformation and prevent binding to
other viral or cellular components. p8 fused to GFP at its Nterminus (GFP– p8) confirmed nuclear localization. Because
we were unable to localize the movement proteins by antibodies produced against the p8 and p9 proteins (Li et al.,
1998), we confirmed the results with GFP by using a small
peptide tag, FLAG. FLAG-tagged p8 confirmed the GFP localization patterns. The results for p9-FLAG confirm the cytoplasmic localization but also suggest that p9 interacts with
cellular membranes. It cannot be ruled out that the conformation of these small MPs may be disturbed by the fusion
with the tag. In case of GFP (27 kDa), the tag is about three
times larger than p8 and structural changes may be possible. FLAG is much smaller than MPs, but because the small
MPs possibly have an enhanced structure–function relation,
also FLAG could affect the protein’s functional structure.
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Figure 5. Sequence and mutational analysis of NLSs of p8. (A) Multiple alignment of p8 homologous in viruses of the genus Carmovirus. The two NLSs in the amino acid sequence of p8 are triple underlined. Sequences of p8 homologues of TCV (Carrington et al., 1989),
CarMV P7 (Guilley et al., 1985), cardamine chlorotic fleck virus (CCFV) p8 (Skotnicki et al., 1993), cowpea mottle virus (CPMoV) p8 (You
et al., 1995), melon necrotic spot virus (MNSV) P7a (Riviere and Rochon, 1990), and Saguaro cactus virus (SCV) P6 (Weng and Xiong,
1997) were aligned using the multiple sequences alignment module of the DNA STAR program. Dark boxes indicate residue identity, and
light shading indicates conservative changes to the amino acids sequence of TCV p8. (B–L) Transient expression of p8 mutated in its
NLSs or p8 homolog from CarMV fused to GFP and expressed in tobacco XD protoplasts. Expression in protoplasts was performed as in
Figure 1. Scale bar represents 10mM. (B and C) Expression of CarMV P7 fused to GFP. (D) Expression of TCV p8-GFP. Fluorescence is restricted to cell nucleus. (e) DIC illumination of the cell in D. (F) Expression of TCV p8-GFP mutated in NLS1 in tobacco protoplasts. (G) DIC
illumination of the cell in F. (H) Expression of TCV p8-GFP mutated in NLS2 in tobacco protoplasts. (I) DIC illumination of the cell in H. (J)
Expression of TCV p8-GFP mutated in both NLS1 and NLS2 in tobacco protoplasts. (K) DIC illumination of the cell in J.

Plant and viral components are likely important for the
correct localization of viral MPs. Therefore, we compared
expression patterns in protoplasts and leaves, which contain intact plasmodesmata. The expression of individual
proteins or in the context of whole viral genomes gave similar localization patterns for p8 and p9. We were unable to
show cell-to-cell movement of MP fusion proteins either
alone or by complementation. Potentially, the small MPs
are altered by the addition of GFP to either their N- or C-termini. The additional GFP domain fused to the protein may
prevent it from binding to viral or cellular components required for function.

p9 contains mainly hydrophobic amino acids and is
translated from the same sgRNA as p8, initiating 3′ to the
start of p8 (Hacker et al., 1992). p9 can be detected immunologically after in vitro translation of the 1.7-kb sgRNA, but
it is not detected in vivo during infection (Li et al., 1998). Either its hydrophobicity or its potential instability precludes
its detection in vivo. Plants containing transgenes that
should express p9 do not reveal detectable p9. However,
these plants complement mutated p9 viruses; thus the
transgenes are functional in planta (Li et al., 1998). Possibly, only low levels of p9 are necessary to facilitate viral
movement. Here we show that p9 fused to FLAG or GFP is
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detectable. However, the localization patterns do not offer
any insight into how p9 functions during infection. Perhaps
the p9-tagged proteins are expressed at high levels that
mask the localization of the very low levels of p9 normally
occurring during viral infection.
GFP-tagged p8 is detected in cell nuclei but not in other
cellular compartments. However, some fraction of p8 is detected outside the nucleus in protoplasts after a long incubation. This result may be due to aging protoplasts after prolonged infection or may reflect a higher number of
viral RNA molecules postreplication and, hence, higher p8GFP that saturates nuclear uptake. TCV is a positive-sense
RNA virus, and its replication cycle is not predicted to have
a nuclear stage. Viruses mutated in p8 replicate, transcribe
sgRNAs, and even assemble into virions (Hacker et al.,
1992) but fail to move cell-to-cell or systemically. The nuclear localization of p8 is therefore surprising.
Geminiviruses carry two MPs, one of which interacts
with the nuclear envelope (Noueiry et al., 1994; Sanderfoot
et al., 1996; Sanderfoot and Lazarowitz, 1995). Geminiviruses are DNA viruses that replicate within the plant cell
nucleus. Therefore, transport of the viral nucleic acid into
the cell nucleus is an essential step in the viral life cycle. A
model suggests that one MP shuttles the viral DNA across
the nuclear envelope, whereas the other MP targets the viral nucleic acid to adjacent cells. Another example of a nuclear localization of a viral protein, although not an MP, is
the NIa/NIb protein of potyviruses (Grebenok et al., 1997;
Restrepo et al., 1990; Restrepo-Hartwig and Carrington,
1992). However, the function of this protein in the nucleus
is still not clear.
A small protein of only 8 kDa can penetrate nuclear
pores by diffusion without active transport. GFP (molecular mass, 27 kDa) and p9-GFP (molecular mass, 36 kDa)
also are not limited to the cytoplasm but diffuse to the nucleus. That p8 is exclusively localized in the nucleus suggests it may be actively transported into the nucleus, or it
may be specifically retained in the nucleus. p8 is a basic
protein, with an isoelectric point of pH 10.62. Like other
MPs (Citovsky et al., 1990), p8 was suggested to have nucleic acid-binding properties (Li et al., 1998; Wobbe et al.,
1998). A p8 homolog, tobacco necrosis virus p7a protein,
indeed binds nucleic acids (Offei et al., 1995). It is unlikely
that p8 accumulates in the nucleus solely due to its nucleic
binding properties. If this was the case, many, if not all, viral MPs might be expected to accumulate there. That p8
contains two NLSs supports that it is carried efficiently to
the nucleus by shuttle proteins that transport endogenous
proteins destined to the nucleus. Other viral proteins without NLS are not actively accumulated in the nucleus and
are evenly distributed in cytoplasm and nucleoplasm. A
comparison of p8 homologues from other related viruses
reveals that all are highly basic, but none contain NLS sequences. Thus the NLSs in p8 are novel and unique for
TCV. Mutational analysis of p8 NLSs suggests that either is
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sufficient for partial nuclear targeting. When both NLSs are
mutated, p8 is no longer localized to nuclei. A natural p8
homolog (CarMV p7) lacking these sequences also is not
imported to the nucleus.
TCV p8 is required for viral cell-to-cell movement, and
except for its NLSs, its sequence is highly conserved in p8
homologues in other viruses. We predicted that nuclear
localization is not essential for p8 function in viral movement. Mutational analysis of p8 NLSs in GFP-tagged viruses confirmed this hypothesis. Viruses mutated in one
or both NLSs could still move as efficiently as viruses with
native p8.
We cannot rule out the possibility that any modification
of p8, in either the N- or the C-termini, disrupts the protein’s
conformation and exposes the NLSs that may be hidden in
the native protein. However, if a mechanism of nuclear targeting exists for native p8, it is unique and distinct from
movement proteins of other carmoviruses. The nuclear localization of p8 may suggest a novel function, in addition to
cell-to-cell movement, for this protein.
Materials And Methods
Plant material and inoculation of transcripts
A. thaliana WsO seedlings were grown for 6 weeks at 22°C
under short days (12-h illumination) until they had about 10
leaves. Transgenic Arabidopsis lines overexpressing TCV-p8
or -p9 (Li et al., 1998) were grown under similar conditions.
N. benthamiana seedlings were grown under 16-h illumination, at 30°C, until they had about four leaves.
Construction of plasmids for MPs expression in plant cells
The p8 and p9 ORFs were amplified by polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) from TCV-T1d1 (Heaton et al., 1989) using
Pfu polymerase (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA). The primers introduced an NcoI site at the beginning of the p8 ORF and a
BspHI site at its end, removing the stop codon. Similarly, a
BspHI site at the start of p9 ORF and an NcoI site at its end
were generated. The GFP coding sequence of pRTL-sGFP
(McLean et al., 1995) was modified according to Sheen et
al. (1995). p8 and p9 fragments were both subcloned into
the NcoI site of modified pRTL-sGFP (McLean et al., 1995)
to produce pRTL-p8-GFP and pRTL-p9-GFP, respectively.
These clones carry the p8/p9–GFP fusion protein under the
control of the CaMV 35S promoter. For the construction of
pRTL-GFPp8, the p8 ORF was amplified by Pfu polymerase,
with primers introducing NcoI and XbaI sites (retaining the
stop codon at the end of the ORF). They were then substituted for GFP in the NcoI–XbaI sites of pRTL-GFP, in-frame
to the 3′ end of the GFP ORF.
For the construction of p8/p9-FLAG clones, the FLAG
epitope ORF was subcloned into pRTL-sGFP, substituting
FLAG for GFP. The NcoI–BspHI PCR fragment of p8 and
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the BspHI–NcoI PCR fragment of p9 then were introduced
into the pRTL-FLAG clone to produce pRTL-p8-FLAG and
pRTL-p9-FLAG.
The p8 homolog from CarMV (Guilley et al., 1985) was
PCR amplified, with NcoI and BspHI sites. This fragment
was then fused to the NcoI site of pRTL-sGFP to produce
pRTL-CarMV-p8-GFP.
For the construction of transgenic plants overexpressing p8-GFP, the XbaI–HindIII fragment of pRTL-p8-GFP, carrying the 35S promoter, TEV leader, p8-GFP, and NOS 3′ terminator, was filled in with Klenow’s enzyme and inserted
into the HindIII (filled) site of pMON200. Agrobacterium tumeficiens-directed transformation, by vacuum infiltration of
Arabidopsis seedlings, was performed. Seedlings were selected by kanamycin resistance and analyzed on a fluorescent microscope.
Construction of p8/p9-GFP viral clones
Two sets of recombinant TCV viral clones, carrying either
p8–GFP or p9–GFP fusion proteins, were constructed
(Figure 1). In one set, part of the CP gene was disrupted
to conserve the viral RNA size. In the other set of viruses,
the entire CP gene was retained. TCV p8–GFP Δp9 ΔCP
was created by replacing the BamHI–MscI fragment of
TCV-T1d1 with the BamHI–EagI (filled in with Klenow’s enzyme) fragment of pRTL-p8-GFP. This virus is disrupted in
its p9 and CP genes, whereas p8 gene is fused to GFP
ORF.
For the construction of TCV p8-GFP Δp9, an EagI site was
introduced into bp 2501 of TCV, just before the CP sgRNA
promoter. The BamHI–EagI fragment of p8-GFP from pRTLp8-GFP was then ligated into BamHI–EagI sites.
For the construction of TCV p9-GFP Δp8 and TCV p9-GFP
Δp8 ΔCP plasmids, a BspHI site was introduced at bp 2406
of TCV. A stop codon after 14 amino acids of the p8 ORF
was also created at bp 2832. In TCV p9-GFP Δp8 ΔCP, the
BspHI–EagI (filled) fragment of p9-GFP from pRTL-p9-GFP
was inserted into BspHI–MscI sites of TCV-T1d1. In TCV p9GFP Δp8, an EagI site was also introduced into bp 2501 of
TCV, and the BspHI–EagI fragment of p9-GFP was inserted
into these new BspHI– EagI sites.
Site-directed mutagenesis of p8 NLSs
Site-directed mutagenesis was performed using QuickChange (Stratagene) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The first NLS (Figure 5) was changed using the primer
5′-GCAACAGGAAAACGGAACAAAGGCGGAGAG-3′. This mutation changes the sequence of the first NLS from Lys-ArgLys-Lys to Lys-Arg-Asn-Lys. The second NLS was changed
using the primer 5′-GGCTAGCTCTGTTTTAAACAAGAGAAATGAAGGTTCTGC-3′. This results in the deletion of the Lys at
position 16 of the NLS Lys Lys-Arg-Leu-Val-Ala-Ser-His-AlaAla-Ser-Ser-Val-Leu-Asn-Lys-Lys-Arg. Single and double mutations in p8 NLSs were introduced into both pRTL-p8-GFP
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and pTCV GFP ΔCP (see Cohen et al., 2000). Mutations
were confirmed by sequencing.
As a control, a TCV GFP ΔCP virus disrupted in its p8
gene (by deletion of 37 bp in p8 ORF), was constructed.
The BamHI–AatII fragment of TCV p8d37 (Li et al., 1998)
was replaced with the BamHI–AatII of pTCV GFP ΔCP to create pTCV GFP Δp8 ΔCP.
Protein expression in protoplasts
pRTL-based plasmids, carrying p8 and p9 fusion proteins
controlled by the 35S promoter, were transiently expressed
in protoplasts as described in McLean et al. (1995). Protoplasts were prepared from Nicotiana tobaccum (line XD)
suspension culture as previously described (Howard et al.,
1992). Protoplasts were electroporated using a BioRad
(Hercules, CA) electroporator. Cells were grown at 22°C
for 24 h and then resuspended with Citifluor PBS–Citifluor
Glycerol mix (Ted Pella, Inc., Redding, CA).
Immunocytochemistry with FLAG monoclonal antibody
(Kodak) was modified from McLean et al. (1995). Cells
were fixed for 45 min with 4% formaldehyde, 10 mM EGTA,
5mM Mg2SO4, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 2 μg/ml
pepstatin, 2 μg/ml leupeptin, and 10% DMSO in 100 mM
PIPES, pH 6.9. After fixation, the cells were permeabilized
for 5 min in the same buffer with 0.5% Nonidet P-40 and
then washed twice with TBST (10 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 150 mM
NaCl, 1% BSA, 0.5% Tween 20). The cells were incubated
for 1 h with anti-FLAG antibodies. Protoplasts were washed
twice with TBST and incubated for an additional hour with
fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated goat anti-mouse
IgG (Calbiochem, San Diego, CA). Cells were washed three
times with TBST and resuspended in Citifluor PBS–Citifluor
Glycerol mix (Ted Pella, Inc.) before visualization.
Particle bombardment
Leaves of A. thaliana WsO or N. benthamiana seedlings
were cut and put on 1/2 Mireshige and Skoog (MS) salts,
2% sucrose, 0.25 M sorbitol, and 0.8% agar plates for several hours. Gold or tungsten particles (500 μg in 8.3 μl of
50% glycerol) were coated with 2 μg DNA, 12.5 μl of 2.5 M
CaCl2, and 5 μl of 0.1 M spermidine. After a 20-min incubation at room temperature, particles were pelleted and resuspended in 6 μl of doubled distilled water. Leaves were
transferred to plates with 1/2 MS salts, 2% sucrose, and
0.8% agar; covered with cheesecloth; and bombarded at a
pressure of 60 p.s.i. for 50 msec.
Plant and protoplasts inoculations with recombinant TCV
viruses
Viral DNA clones were linearized with XbaI and purified on
Qiagen (Studio City, CA) minicolumns. The linearized DNA
served as template for in vitro transcription with T7 RNA
polymerase (Boehringer-Mannheim Biochemicals, India-
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napolis, IN), according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Linear DNA was removed by RQ1 RNase-free DNase (Promega,
Madison, WI), and RNA was purified by phenol extraction
and ethanol precipitation.
Then 200 ng of viral RNA transcripts per leaf were mixed
1:1 (v/v) with freshly made inoculation solution (50 mM
K2HPO4, pH 9.2, 30 mM glycine, 10 mg/ml celite) and gently rubbed with a glove on two to four leaves per seedling of
A. thaliana WsO or N. benthamiana. The inoculated leaves
were washed immediately with distilled water and were replaced in the same growth conditions.
BY-2 suspension culture cells were grown, and protoplasts were isolated as described in Watanabe et al.
(1982). Protoplasts were electroporated with recombinant
viral transcripts according to Watanabe et al. (1987). Cells
(2 × 106) were resuspended in 800 μl of electroporation
buffer (10 mM HEPES, pH 7, 150 mM KCl, 4 mM CaCl2,
0.3 M mannitol), combined with 5 μg RNA transcripts. Electroporation was performed with Gene Pulser and Capacitance Extender (BioRad) at 125 μF and 300 V. After electroporation, protoplasts recovered for 20 min on ice and 10
min at room temperature before their transfer to 10 ml of
PCM (0.5× MS salts, 1 mg/liter thiamine, 0.1 g/liter myoinositol, 1% sucrose, 7.3% d-mannitol, 0.2 mg/ liter 2,4-dichloroacetic acid pH 5.8) on Petri plates. Protoplasts were
kept for 1–5 days at 22°C. Cells were resuspended in Citifluor PBS–Citifluor Glycerol mix before visualization. Analysis of sgRNAs and assembly of the viral RNA into intact virions were performed as described in Hacker et al. (1992)
and Qu and Morris (1997).
Imaging of cellular localization and cell-to-cell movement
of GFP viruses
Microscopy was performed on a Zeiss Axiophot epifluorescence microscope (Carl Zeiss, Inc., Thornwood, NY). Unless
stated differently, images were taken with a typical FITC filter set. Images were captured with a cooled CCD (model
TaeCCD-1400TK; Princetone Instruments Inc., NJ) controlled by IPLab software (Signal Analytics, Vienna, VA).
Alternatively, color slides (Kodak Elite-2 400 ASA film)
were taken directly from the microscope. The slides were
scanned and figures were assembled using Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Systems, Mountain View, CA)
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